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Projecta’s new leaf-shaped case for the Elpro Concept replaces the square Elpro box design to
offer a stylish solution for design-sensitive installations.

Whenever the case of the projection screen can’t be installed into the ceiling, the elegant,
high-end designed Elpro Concept is meant to bean option.

The Elpro Concept is an electric projection screen for wall or ceiling installation, available in a
tab-tensioned and a non-tensioned version up to a width of 340 cm.

    

The range of Elpro Concept products now also comes with a 5-year limited warranty. The
Tensioned Elpro Concept has a tab-tensioning system for a flat screen surface with the new
Smooth Roll Technology (a patent pending roller technology to keep your screen perfectly flat).

The new Elpro Concept features:

    
    -  New leaf shaped case design  
    -  A clean installation without any visible screws  
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    -  5 year limited warranty on the projection screen and motor  
    -  Smooth roll technology for a perfectly flat viewing area  
    -  Easy Install for a quick and safe installation  
    -  Easy Connectivity for fast electric and accessory connection  
    -  Motor installed in rubber dampers for a silent operation  
    -  Slim-Tab for an improved and more inconspicuous horizontal tensioning  
    -  Extensive customization options and available in any RAL color to match the room  

  

“The new Elpro Concept range of Projecta is perfect for every installation where the case of the
projection screen remains in sight,” says Melinda von Horvath, Sr. Director- Sales & Marketing
EMEA. “The new 5-year limited warranty for this entire range is to express our confidence in the
quality of our products and should make any AV planner or installer confident in choosing the
Elpro Concept for their next project.”

Go The Elpro Concept Range from Projecta
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http://www.projectascreens.com

